data.IN.gov
The State of Indiana seeks external researchers to partner
with the Indiana Management Performance Hub (MPH)
How to connect with Indiana MPH

PATH 1

PATH 2

PATH 3

Indiana Data Hub

Enhanced Research
Environment

Indiana Data
Partnership

Use public information from
state agency partners and
organizations to perform your
own research. The Hub includes
more than 140 aggregated
datasets related to health,
public safety, education and
workforce, demographics and
government transparency.

The Enhanced Research
Environment (ERE) is a secure
collaboration environment
that expedites research and
analysis by bringing research
teams, their code and data
together for the greater good.

An enhancement of the existing
MPH platform, the Indiana Data
Partnership (IDP) allows for
organizations to view and share
data to provide a holistic view of
some of the State of Indiana’s
most complex challenges.

MPH Research Residency Program
About MPH

Paths 1-3 allow researchers to pursue their own projects while interacting with
subject matter experts from the State. The Research Residency allows the
researcher to become an agent for the State working on priority projects to
improve outcomes for Hoosiers. This program utilizes paths 1-3, but is more
in-depth. Opportunities for this program can be found on the IDP portal and in the
MPH newsletter as they become available.

MPH provides analytics solutions
tailored to address complex
management and policy questions
enabling improved outcomes for
Hoosiers. We empower our
partners to leverage data in
innovative ways, facilitating
data-driven decision making and
data-informed policy making.

The MPH Research Residency program
is an opportunity for academic
organizations to:

web: data.IN.gov
inquiries: info@mph.IN.gov
indiana data hub: hub.mph.IN.gov
data requests: request.mph.IN.gov
twitter: @IndianaMPH

Support research initiatives by
allowing their researchers to
provide subject matter expertise
in identifying key solutions that
are supported by restricted data.
Support their researchers by
providing unique growth
opportunities that allow the
researchers to develop critical skill
sets and understanding through
access to otherwise restricted data.
The program allows the researcher to
work directly with key State of Indiana
staff members while gaining valuable
hands-on experience through
development and completion of special
projects and initiatives.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Responsibilities

Serve as a subject matter expert and
advisor to MPH leadership
Evaluate and provide feedback on
existing policies and procedures
Improve non-governmental
engagement through partnership
development
Reﬁne the Research Residency program
to maximize beneﬁt to the State of
Indiana and participating institutions
Provide new perspective and outcomes
on old challenges
Promote the Research Residency
program through coordinated strategy
with MPH and institutions

Eligibility
This program is currently open to academic
researchers within the following ﬁelds:
Government Transparency
Health
Public Safety
Education/Workforce

••
••

